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  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
N-Ovate Ideals is working injunction with a non-profit organization, The MP Foundation, 
in an effort to optimize their event project management strategies. This process improvement 
project seeks to propose the implementation of a web-based project management and 
collaboration tool, Asana. Implementing this software will better assist this organization by 
tracking their project(s) from a centralized visual dashboard. N-Ovate Ideals seeks to 
demonstrate how this suggested tool will be able to improve productivity, reduce cost, and 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Mary Parker, the founder of the Women’s Entrepreneurial Empowerment Summit tour 
is hosting educational programs in Atlanta and Bradenton in 2019. The Women’s 
Entrepreneurial Empowerment Summit Tour is a two-day lecture and comprehensive business 
training program for women in business. The purpose of the W.E.E.S tour is to provide 
information on the steps from ideation to implementation and all phases of business planning, 
strategizing, and best practices to ensure business success. It cost $299.00 per person to attend 
this summit. The Summit will provide critical resources to help women become CEOs of their 
own businesses and break through barriers to success. The Summit features empowering 
keynote addresses, workshops, panel discussions, and networking opportunities. Mary Parker 
has four staff members assisting her with preparing for the success of the tour this year. N-
Ovate Ideals will observe and analyze the staff’s strategies implemented in their execution 
stage of preparing for the summit tour in 2019. Our group consists of two ISYE students Destiny 
Konan and Brooklyn Harper. Collectively, Destiny will serve as the data collector, researcher, 
and project coordinator while Brooklyn will serve as the project coordinator, data collector, and 
strategic analyst. This project consists of producing quantative data that proves that 
implementing Asana, a project management software will improve productivity, reduce cost, 







Mary Parker began preparing for the W.E.E.S tour with her four staff members at the 
beginning of January 2019. Their first summit tour was at the end of February and their second 
summit was at the beginning of April. With such a small-time span to prepare for the first leg of 
the conference, Parker had noticed that her team was having trouble getting assignments done 
on time. Also, the team does not know who is responsible for various tasks. Based on the staff 
members’ preparation for the summit, the CEO is concerned about the attendees’ satisfaction 
of the event.  Also, she was not satisfied with expenses exceeding higher than expected for 
their tasks. The team's initial strategy for managing the summit tour project was to have 
excessive conference meetings, emails, and text messages. The purpose of the investment in 
Asana was to assist the team in organizing, tracking, and managing their work. 
1.2 OBJECTIVE  
 
The objective of this study is to optimize W.E.E. S’s event project management 
strategies by proposing the team to implement the project management software, Asana. The 
purpose of implementing this strategy in their planning and executing process, is to assist their 
organization by tracking their project from a centralized visual dashboard. N-Ovate Ideals 
believes that, by creating an efficient and effective process for the team to get work completed 
during their execution process, attendees would receive the best experience at the summit and 
the organization will also increase revenue.   
 
  1.3 PROJECT BACKGROUND   
 
 
Mary Parker invested in the Asana Software in August 2018. The Asana application has 
multiple features to assist businesses and individuals in managing their projects. After setting 
up an Asana account, the next step will be to develop teams for specific projects. In W.E.E. S’s 
case, they developed their teams based on the zones within the organization. Typically, guests, 
members, or followers are added within these teams. These individuals can assign tasks to 
themselves and others. There is also a feature for individuals to create subtasks.  Team 





subtasks. The Asana software allows members to mention projects, tasks, and subtasks in 
conversations. This allows individuals within the conversation and project to look at the item 
referenced in the discussion. Every member and guest that has access to the Asana has their 
email attached to the software. Asana allows users to communicate with their team through 
emails. There is also a calendar that displays the start date and the due date for each task. 
There is a feature that lists all of the members’ and guests’ personal tasks that have not been 
completed and followed-up. For each project, the software has a feature for the team to view 
their progress and priorities. Asana allows you to check off tasks that have been completed and 
update the have status of tasks. Individuals can add attachments inside Asana as well. There is 
also a thumbs up or like button to click to acknowledge a comment or task. Also, Asana allows 
owners to integrate other platforms with Asana. Lastly, individuals can download the Asana app 
on their smartphones.  
 
  1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT  
 
Mary Parker wants to satisfy their customers by providing attendees with an organized 
event and helpful staff members. However, the team did not create an effective and 
resourceful project plan during their planning stages. In return, the staff members did not 
properly create a process for using Asana software. As a result of the status of tasks not being 
documented, the progress of the execution stage was difficult to monitor and control. The team 
had noticed that expenses were increasing higher than revenue. With all the frustration and 
tension in the office from the changes and trying to please the CEO, it seemed as though the 
team forgot about the scope of the project and customer requirements.   
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Project management software is considered a management tool that is intended to 
improve the productivity, cost efficiency, and quality in an organization (Collins, 2018). Project 
management software includes six components: organizational structure, task knowledge, goal 





purpose, data, and a strategy to use any project management software effectively. “Improving 
your odds for software project success” is a research article that was inspired by the very little 
research on the impact of a project’s performance from using a project management software.  
Based on the results from the article, the team concluded that the projects that utilized some 
type of project management software had a high success rate. Andre  ́de Waal states that using 
a project management software will not only assist a non-profit organization in improving their 
project execution process, but it will also increase their customer satisfaction. Other research 
suggest that project management applications are “desirable for projects where the 
environment is well structured” (McFarlan, 2011). 
When a new system or process is introduced to an organization, having the executives’ 
support while planning and implementing a project has a great impact on the performance of 
the project (“Improving your odds for software project success”, 2014, p. 126). Business leaders 
must constantly promote and encourage performance excellence (Collins, 2018). The position 
of leaders within an organization is to also identify and monitor key performance indicators. 
The problem is that some business leaders of nonprofit organizations lack strategies for 
identifying and selecting actionable key performance indicators such as productivity, cost 
efficiency, and quality (Collins, 2018). The purpose of measuring and monitoring key 
performance indicators is to evaluate the activities of the organization and identify factors that 
need to be improved in achieving its strategic objective (Collins, 2018). Without a structured, 
organized approach to managing tasks and activities that includes the infrastructure and 
personnel facilitating the communication of information, improving an organization’s project 





begin their processes by defining the mission of their project, because measuring organizational 
success must focus primarily on achieving their mission (Andre ́ de Waal, 2011).  
Quality improvement is one of three nonfinancial measures of organizational 
effectiveness (Collins, 2018). An organizations’ success is its ability to maintain focus on 
satisfying its customers’ needs through the goods and services it produces (Collins, 2018). The 
Quality management system consist of the people, process, culture, communication, 
commitment, involvement, planning, control, organization performance and customers (Collins 
Dec 2018). Business leaders consider customer or strategic market demands when 
implementing quality management initiatives (Nuryani Y. Rustaman, 2010). Benchmarking 
other related organizations also helps non-profit organizations evaluate their performances.  
Collins stated that in order for non-profit organization leaders to sustain its competitive 
position, it must create a uniquely valuable position through its strategic plan. The plan should 
outline both the tasks and activities in which it will participate while discarding nonvalue added 
activities. Employee involvement and engagement are also essential to the success of 
organizational performance management or initiatives that promotes high performance and 
productivity in pursuit of organizational objectives (Collins, 2018). Performance management or 
improvement is a process requiring a cultural change and long-term commitment to achieve 
strategic objectives and meetings as a critical success factor in moving the organization forward 
(Collins, 2018). To realize improvements in operational effectiveness, business leaders must 
first define the key performance measures, assign members to processes, keep process teams 





Most non-profit organizations monitor the organization’s profit to measure their 
success. Most organizations are familiar with monitoring how much the organization saved or 
earned with each activity executed. Also, organizations measure their net income and return on 
investments. In conclusion, when a work system aligns with the non-profit’s values, the 
organization will benefit achievements beyond financial goals (Collins, 2018). It will also result 
in positive productivity and increase employee engagement. 
 
   CHAPTER 3 PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH 
 
N-Ovate Ideals spent a vast amount of time observing the existing processes and 
methods that are utilized by the Mary Parker Foundation as it relates to project management 
and event coordination. From our observation we were able to narrow down the scope of our 
areas for opportunity to better carve out the scope for our project. N-Ovate Ideals also used the 
six sigma practices such as PDCA (Plan Do Check Act), a supply chain problem solving tool. This 
tool helped N-Ovate to operate at a high rate with maximum accountability. Listed below are 
other methods that we used to orchestrate this project along with the description of each 
method.   
Due to the fact that there was limited details surrounding the KPIs and survey data that 
we sought to capture, the preliminary phases of our project were centered around observation 
and data collection. We wanted to focus on observing the current state of the MP Foundation 
including what their existing methods were for holding meetings, recording minutes, and most 
importantly how they were notating how well they were sticking to the budget. We did this by 
shadowing the planning committees’ weekly meetings and attending the preliminary 
walkthroughs of the venue. During the observation we also highlighted observed what existing 
measures the team had for keeping everyone accountable for sticking to the outlined schedule 
and budget for their designated target areas. Due to the fact that this was being conducted in 
the old fashion method of sending lots of emails and having frequent phone calls, it was 
difficult initially to perform measurable data collection on these items. This is where our 





 Because we wanted to focus on productivity, cost efficiency, and customer satisfaction 
rates, it was important to highlight KPIs that would assist with measuring these items. For 
productivity, we wanted to highlight how well the deployment of asana helped reduce the 
length of the biweekly conference calls and reduce this measure by 25%. For cost efficiency, we 
analyzed how well the group was completing their project compared to the schedule as well as 
how well they were sticking to the cost allotted for each specific task. This was measured using 
the cost performance index and the schedule performance index. Lastly, we assessed the 
customer satisfaction and retention rates using a post event survey. The results of these 
metrics will help the MP Foundation understand how to better manage their conference 
planning as well as where to deploy their resources for future events.  
 
 
    3.1 ISHIKAWA DIAGRAM 
 
One of the six sigma tools that are used in our report is the Ishikawa diagram. This 
diagram is used to represent the cause and effect of a problem. By having the causes listed out, 
an analysis may be performed to perceive what has a high or low impact on the problem 
(“What Is Ishikawa? | The Fishbone Diagram | Ishikawa Diagram”). The problem that is focused 
in the diagram is usually at the end of the diagram and centered in a rectangle shape. The 
causes of the problem are spiked out forming a fishbone-like figure. The cause of the cause will 
be represented with an arrow pointing towards the primary cause. In the report, there will be a 
demonstration of an Ishikawa diagram created by Destiny. One of the problems that she 
focuses on, is the causes of the staff not using the Asana program. The purpose of using the 
Ishikawa diagram in our report is to receive feedback from the staff members. 
 
3.2 TOPSIS  
An example of a multi-criteria, decision-making process is called Technique for Order 
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution. This engineering systems tool is also referred to as 
TOPSIS. TOPSIS is used to evaluate the performance of alternative systems or designs through 
the similarity with the ideal solution (Krohling, Pacheco, 2015, p. 309). The ideal solution is 





management software programs. Then, categorize the factors as a cost or benefit (p. 309). The 
optimal alternative selected is the solution that is the closest to the positive-ideal solution and 
farthest from the negative-ideal solution (Krohling, Pacheco, 2015, p. 309). The positive-ideal 
solution maximizes the benefit criteria while the negative-ideal solution maximizes the cost 
(Krohling, Pacheco, 2015, p. 309). The purpose of N-Ovate Ideals using TOPSIS is to select the 
best project management software for the W.E.E.S organization. 
    
 3.3 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
 
         Cost-benefit analysis is a financial tool that is used to predict the cash flow of an 
organization’s previous or future investments (“Cost Benefit Analysis: An Expert Guide.”, 2019). 
In our report, there is a comparison to the cost of investing in Asana and the benefit of utilizing 
Asana.  The purpose of the cost-benefit analysis is to assure that the investments within an 
organization are adding value to the organization. The goal is to have higher benefits than cost. 
The CBA is typically used in public sectors, however, in our report, a CBA analysis will be 
presented to encourage the W.E.E.S the worth Asana has to its organization.  
3.4 R.A.C.I CHART  
 
The R.A.C.I chart analysis, also known as the responsibility chart, is an acronym that 
stands for responsibility, accountability, consult and inform (Morgan, 2008). The R.A.C.I chart is 
a chart that consists of having the roles or functions listed above in the columns, while having 
the tasks or processes in an organization listed in rows. Roles that are labeled with an ‘R’ 
indicate that this individual or team is expected to perform the relative process (Morgan, 2008). 
If a role is labeled with an ‘A’, this indicates that this individual or team is accountable for 
approving or disapproving the relative process in action (Morgan, 2008). Roles that are labeled 
with a ‘C’ declare that this individual or team will be used for feedback or contribute the activity 
specified (Morgan, 2008). And lastly, roles labeled with an ‘I’ declare that this function needs to 
be updated on decisions or actions made during the process (Morgan, 2008). The responsibility 
chart is useful for organizations that would like to observe the workload amongst the team, 





the roles expected within the team (Morgan, 2008). We will construct a R.A.C.I chart that 
displays the amount of work expected amongst the staff members from her observations and 
conversations with members. With this chart, a vertical and horizontal analysis will be 
performed to analyze the proficiency of the team before their first conference date. We also 
will produce a R.A.C.I chart as a reference for the 4 staff members in the W.E.E.S organization 
to use for understanding who needs to be responsible, accountable, confirmed, and informed 
about tasks within Asana. 
3.5 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT MODEL  
 
The quality function deployment model, also known as the house of quality, is a 
decision-making problem-solving method that transfers the customer requirements into service 
requirements (Liao, Tang, & Chi, 2017, p.47). The house of quality received its name because 
the template of the model is shaped like a house. This tool is a helpful tool to effectively 
communicate throughout the organization the designs required in a system to satisfy 
customers (book cite). We built the QFD model with the W.E.E.S organization before the teams 
began implementing Asana. Our objective was to allow the team to collectively acknowledge 
and understand what their attendees expected from their events. Also, the QFD document 
states what service requirements were critical for the team to focus on and improve. The 
customer requirements are rated between 1 - 5 from the least important to most important. 
We rated each customer requirement from what we believed was not important and what was 
important to the attendees. Based on the customer requirements, we produced service 
requirements that will satisfy what the attendees’ need and value. After the customer and 
service requirements were created, we rated the correlation between the two aspects. The 
correlation between the two will either be rated 1 for least correlated, 3 for moderately 
correlated and 9 for highly correlated. If a customer requirement and service requirement does 
not correlate, the box will be left blank. The values from the importance of each customer 
requirement and the correlation between the customer requirement and service requirement 
are used to calculate the importance rating for the service requirement. The formula for the 
importance rating is the total sum of all of each customer requirement value multiplied by the 





were able to use quantifiable data to measure what was considered the highest priority for 
improvement. We also created target values and showed the correlation between each service 
requirement. Two positive symbols represent a strong correlation between the service 
requirements, while one positive symbol represents a slightly positive correlation. If a triangle is 
left blank, that means there is no correlation between the two services. A competitive 
assessment was also created by N-Ovate Ideals. We used two different organizations that also 
host conferences or summits to compare their success in the same customer and service 
requirements produced in the QFD model. The purpose of using the QFD model in our project 
was to evaluate and develop goals and service capabilities (Liao, Tang, & Chi, 2017, p.47). 
3.6 SERVQUAL MODEL / SURVEYS   
The voice of the customer is essential for any company or a non-profit organization to 
make a priority in their business. There are multiple ways to receive the expectations of 
customers. In our project, N-Ovate Ideals decided to interview and use survey questions. We 
used multiple choice and ranking questions in the surveys. We also interviewed the attendees 
personally to receive feedback at the conference in Atlanta. The questions formulated were 
inspired by our research of the SERVQUAL Model. The SERVQUAL Model consists of five 
dimensions of customer requirements: tangibles, responsiveness, reliability, assurance, and 
empathy (Chatzoglou, Chatzoudes, Vraimaki, & Leivaditou, 2014, p. 350). 
•             Tangibles: The appearance of the physical aspects 
•             Responsiveness: Willingness to serve promptly 
•             Reliability: Ability to perform service 
•             Assurance: Customers are confident in the knowledge and courtesy from staff 
•             Empathy: Cares and gives individual attention  
These five dimensions are used in the SERVQUAL Model to analyze the gap between the 





p. 355). However, in our report, we will only be using these dimensions as a tool in assisting 
with brainstorming the required services the attendees expect from the W.E.E.S team in the 
Quality Function Deployment tool and formulating survey questions. We used the Survey 
Monkey website to upload the questions formulated by the requirements. This site gave us an 
analysis of our quality performance after all of the guest answered the questions at the end of 
the conference. 
3.7 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS   
 
In order to develop an effective project structure in Asana for W.E.E.S, this study entails 
a few design requirements. Our group will need to have complete access in Asana. Our group 
will need to be physically present to communicate and observe the staff’s work performances. 
We will need to create a SurveyMonkey account to retrieve the attendees’ feedback from the 
Atlanta Conference. We will also need to receive the budget and the actual amount of money 
spent on each task.  
      
3.8 GANTT CHART  
 
The Gantt chart is a visual method used for N-Ovate Ideals to observe and analyze 
W.E.E. S’s deadlines and budget for each task. When N-Ovate Ideals started working with 
W.E.E.S., we asked the team for their project schedule. The members did not have deadlines for 
most of their tasks. They marked their target date for completion the same date of the 
conference in Atlanta. We suggested that they create completion dates for the remaining tasks 
of their project. Figure 3.1 shows all of the tasks that the team set a schedule for and the 
original conference dates of the summits.   
                 
3.9 RESPONSIBILITIES   
 
N-Ovate Ideals is responsible for identifying the problem, defining project scope, and 
creating the initial project plan and organizing the project schedule. Collectively, we observed 
and attended conference meetings and calls. N-Ovate Ideals is also responsible for monitoring, 





requirements and assure that the requirements are met. We were obligated to collect and 
research data that supported our analysis. Lastly, we were responsible for establishing 
presentations, reports, and a video to Mary Parker and our ISYE 4900 class. More details of our 
responsibilities are presented in Appendix E.  
 
 
3.10 PROJECT SCHEDULE    
 
Figure 3.2 N-Ovate Ideals’ Project Schedule 
  
 
There is a summary of N-Ovate Ideals’ project plan in Appendix D. 
3.11 BUDGET   
 
For this project, Mary Parker allotted for a budget of zero dollars.  
 






The resources available for this project include several of the Microsoft Office 
Applications such as Word, Power Point, and Excel. Darius Robins, a videographer is used as a 
resource for assisting in creating and editing the video downloaded from Destiny’s USB flash 
drive. Visio and Asana application is also available for use. Faculty and staff at Kennesaw State 
University and the members of W.E.E.S were available to aid as well.  
CHAPTER 4 PROFICIENCY  
During the execution stage, the team averaged about two to three meetings per week. 
Every Monday mornings the team would have a meeting with the CEO. Other meetings 
throughout the week only included the staff members. N-Ovate Ideals was able to attend most 
of the meetings. Our group also stayed during work hours to observe, take notes, and ask 
questions. We noticed that during the meetings without Mary Parker present, meetings lasted 
for about an hour and a half to two hours. When Mary Parker was involved, meetings would 
last for about two hours or longer. The staff members are expected to be working for Mary 
Parker 40 hours a week. Based on the number of hours spent in meetings, this took a lot of 
their time away from getting work done.  
Meetings hosted never had clear objectives. Meeting were typically held to know the 
status of the W.E.E.S project and individual assignments. However, staff members never 
brought valid reports to the meetings. The time during meetings was spent waiting for 
members to look through their emails or text messages to display and forward items to the 
team.  Mary Parker had to repeatedly ask about the status of assignments weekly. Staff 
members would use meetings to create new plans and ideas during their execution stage. This 
was evident that the team did not have a clear plan in fulfilling their project. When assignments 
were either brought up or created, the team never designate anyone to the job. Most 
assignments never had a set deadline for completion. If there was a deadline for an assignment, 
the team never prioritized their time and tasks according to the deadline set. The status of 





Sometimes members would do the same task.  Or there would be situations where individuals 
were not informed about specific information to fulfill a task successfully.  
During the work hours, members spent most of their time ordering food, eating and 
talking. While work was attempted to get done, N-Ovate Ideals noticed that members would 
pull others away from their work for assistance on finishing their tasks. Most of the time, 
members would ask other members about information that should have been documented in a 
central area where the entire organization may pull from.  Often times a few of the members 
were focusing on other tasks that did not have anything to do with W.E.E.S. This strategy 
seemed to be working for the team at the beginning of their execution phase. It eventually 
caught up with them towards the last two weeks before the Atlanta Conference. There were 
confusion and frustration amongst the team which made it even harder for the teamwork 
effectively together.   
4.1 WHY NOT ASANA? 
N-Ovate Ideals wanted to have a better understanding as to why the team avoided 
using Asana (Asana). All of the issues that we noticed the team was having could have been 
fixed by implementing this application. We asked each member on the team why they did not 
use Asana. The results are shown in Figure 4.1. The organization as a whole did not know how 
to use the Asana program. Members believed that it would take too much time to learn how to 
use it within a small-time span.  The layout that was already in Asana was not organized and not 
all tasks were listed in it. The staff members just believed that their strategy was more effective 
and comfortable for the group.  







CHAPTER 5 OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
Although the team showed hesitation initially regarding implementing Asana, we were 
able to conduct research on additional project management platforms to show them the cost 
benefit to using Asana as well as the difference features and integrations that make this 
platform a lot more user and project friendly than they had initially thought. Figure 5.1 is a 
chart that displays a comparison between Asana and two different project management 
software programs, Wrike and Podio. One of the key concerns to using this platform was the 
ability to merge information from traditional communication platforms such as email, text 
messages, and additional documents. We were able to highlight the integration features and 
mobile functionalities that would make this online tool much easier to utilize cross function 
than any existing methods they were accustomed to. We also merged some of the more 
tedious platforms like Hootsuite and survey monkey so that the team was able to see live 
reports and survey data within the planform versus having to revert back to wasting time with 






Figure 5.1 Why Asana   
A TOPSIS analysis is demonstrated below to select the software that best fits the W.E.E.S 
organization using quantitative measures. N-Ovate Ideals rated the factors listed for each 
software including Asana: available support, company size, integrations, features, and available 
devices. Appendix H displays the details or qualitative data of the factors of each solution. We 
transformed the qualitative data to quantitative data displayed in Table 5.1 in order to properly 
perform the TOPSIS analysis below. 
After each software application have been rated or measured, the next step is to 
normalize the data from Table 5.1. The normalized data in Table 5.2 represent the relative 
ratings of each of the alternative solutions.  An example of how the normalized value is 
calculated for the features within Podio is below:  
 
8
√82 + 92 + 92
= 0.5987 






Table 5.2 Normalized Matrix 
 
After, we determined the criteria weights for each factor by developing a prioritization 
matrix. She used the scale from Table 5.3 to measure the difference of importance between the 
factors in the prioritization matrix. Table 5.4 is the prioritization matrix that includes, the sum of 
the raw weights and the criteria weights. The calculation for the criteria weight for available 
devices for each project management software is shown below:  
 
(2 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 1)
(5.83 + 9 + 3.83 + 2.83 + 11)
= 0.339 
 
Table 5.3 Importance Rate 
 
Table 5.4 Prioritization Matrix  
 
Prioritization Matrix
Available Support Company Size Integrations Features Available Devices Total 
Available Support 1 2 0.5 0.5 2
Company Size 0.5 1 1 1 2
Integrations 2 2 1 1 3
Features 2 3 1 1 3
Available Devices 0.33 1 0.33 0.33 1
Raw Weights 5.83 9 3.83 3.83 11 32.49





Table 5.5 displays the product from each normalized value for each software in Table 
5.2 multiplied by the criteria weights of each factor. The positive-ideal solution and negative-
ideal solution values are selected from the weighted values in Table 5.5. In each column or from 
each factor, the highest value or benefit is selected to be the positive-ideal solution. The lowest 
value or cost is selected to be the negative-ideal solution. The results are shown in Table 5.6.    
Table 5.5 Weighted Data Matrix 
 
Table 5.6 Ideal Solution Matrix 
 
The distribution from the positive ideal solution is calculated by the square root of the 
subtraction of the weighted values and the positive- ideal solution values of each software. The 
distribution from the negative ideal solution is calculated by the square root of the subtraction 
of the weighted values and the negative- ideal solution values of each software. An example of 
the calculations for where Wrike falls with each factor between the positive and negative ideal 
solution for integration is below: 
Distribution from positive-ideal solution: 
(0.0789 − 0.0789)2 = 0  
 
Distribution from negative ideal solution: 
(0.0789 − 0.0526)2 = 0 
 
At the end of the last column in Table 5.7 is the separation from the positive ideal solution, 
while the last column in Table 5.8 represents the separation from the negative ideal solution. 
The Formula for separation of each alternative is represented below: 
 
Weighted Data Matrix
Available Support Company Size Integrations Features Available Devices
Asana 0.1009 0.2481 0.0701 0.0706 0.2027
Podio 0.0721 0.1103 0.0526 0.0627 0.1802
Wrike 0.1297 0.0551 0.0789 0.0706 0.2027
Ideal Solution Matrix
Available Support Company Size Integrations Features Available Devices
Positive Ideal 0.1297 0.2481 0.0789 0.0706 0.2027











(0.1009 − 0.1297)2 + (0.2481 − 0.2481)2+ (0.0701 − 0.0789)2




Table 5.7 Distribution from Positive Matrix 
 
Table 5.8 Distribution from Negative Matrix 
 
After the separation of each alternative or the Euclidean distance for the positive and 
negative distribution is calculated, the relative to closeness solution can be selected. The 
relative to closeness formula is below and the final results are in Table 5.9: 
 











Table 5.9 Ideal to Closeness  
Ideal Solution Matrix
Available Support Company Size Integrations Features Available Devices
Positive Ideal 0.1297 0.2481 0.0789 0.0706 0.2027
Negative Ideal 0.0721 0.0551 0.0526 0.0627 0.1802
Dist. from Negative Matrix 
Available Support Company Size Integrations Features Available Devices S-
Asana 0.0008 0.0372 0.0003 0.0001 0.0005 0.1973
Podio 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0551






 According the TOPSIS analysis, Asana software is indeed the appropriate project 
management tool that the W.E.E.S should use based on the design requirements. 
CHAPTER 6 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS  
A cost-benefit analysis is a decision-making process that identifies the benefits of an 
investment or action while also considering the cost (“Cost Benefit Analysis: An Expert Guide”, 
2019). The cost-benefit analysis is utilized in the initiation phase of a project to measure the 
organizational value (Besner and Hobbs, 2006, p. 38). Project management tools eliminate 
common problems that lead to poor project performance (Leach, 1999, p. 39).  Project 
management is highly essential in the planning and execution phase. N-Ovate Ideals believes 




By purchasing the Asana program, W.E.E.S will need to consider the cost of the program, 
training expenses, and the learning curve expenses. The Asana program cost $4.99 per user per 
month annually for nonprofit organizations (Asana, 2019, April 12). The organization has 5 
members including the CEO of the organization. The total cost of the program per year will be 
$299.40. Asana has a tutorial video of how to use the software on their website that last an 
hour long. N-Ovate agreed that an hour and a half Asana training session so that the team will 
learn how to use the software. Destiny researched the average hourly rate for an executive 
assistant ($28 per hour), executive directors ($20 per hour), chief of staff (27.00 per hour), and 
marketing specialist ($18 per hour) in a non-profit organization (“Average Chief of Staff Salary”, 









Salary, &  Ley, 2016, November 09 ). Below you will see the calculations of the total cost of 
training all of the members. 
 Cost of Asana per year: 
(5 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑥 $4.99) 𝑥 12 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠 =  $299.40/ 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 
  
Cost of an hour and a half training session (1 day): 
  
𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡: 
$28.00 𝑥 1.5ℎ𝑟 =  $42.00 
 
𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟: 
$20.00 𝑥 1.5ℎ𝑟 =  $30.00 
 
𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑓 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑓𝑓: 
$27.00 𝑥 1.5ℎ𝑟 =  $40.50 
 
𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡: 
$18.00 𝑥 1.5ℎ𝑟 =  $27.00 
  







Asana will reduce project changes and the major source of project cost overruns by 
improving the operational effectiveness (Leach, 1999, p. 39). As a result, it will stop wasting 
contingency time and encourage individuals to complete tasks early and on time (Leach, 1999, 
p.42). Asana also reduces delays within projects and changes project team behavior on 
executing projects (Leach, 1999, p.45). When the individuals within a team use their resources, 
knowledge, and skills into operating routines to implement the strategy using Asana, the 
organization will begin to minimize cost and optimize the performance of tasks within the 
project (Besner and Hobbs, 2006, p. 46).  Table 6.1 displays the percentage rate of the benefits 
expected with material referenced from Bennington and Baccarini (2004) and the Asana 





Table 6.1 Percentage of the Effect of Benefits  
Benefits Percentage Rate 
Enhance efficiency 45% 
Save money 52% 
Competitive advantages 20% 




Increase revenue 16% 
 
CHAPTER 7 OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
 
7.1 RESPONSIBILITY CHART 
 
With such a big project and only four staff members, we can only imagine that it can get 
overwhelming to follow-up on active tasks. An example of a R.A.C.I chart is presented in Figure 
7.1. The tasks are listed vertically and the staff members are listed horizontally. The tasks listed 
on the chart are items that were listed on their Asana project profile before we reconstructed 
the tutorial. We marked most of the tasks listed with an ‘R’ to represent where an individual 
was responsible for a task. In most R.A.C.I charts, the chart is filled with at least every letter in 
the R.A.C.I acronym one time. However, in Figure 7.1 we only have ‘R’ listed. We were able to 
appoint the responsibilities of members on the chart based on what was assigned to the 
members in Asana. However, we did not see a system within the organization where individuals 






Figure 7.1 R.A.C.I Chart with W.E.E. S’s Planning Strategy 
7.1.1 VERTICAL ANALYSIS AND HORIZONTAL ANALYSIS 
 
According to Figure 7.1, the marketing specialist had the most responsibilities. But there 
still were too many tasks that were left without responsibility or accountability. The tasks were 
not fairly distributed that left an individual overloaded with work (Morgan, 2008). The reason 
tasks kept being put off and forgotten may be due to the fact there was no one held 
accountable for each task (Morgan, 2008). This is a caution that the process or project will be 



















































Design for Badges & Volunteer Roles R
Coordination of Roles R
Programming and Logistics
Travel/Parking/Hotel R
Eventbrite & On site Registration R
Budget & Expenses 
Add PSAV liaison within hotel network
Text to donate
Banners for social media & website with all participating logos
Direct marketing to MP's list ASAP and those she has supported in the past
Facebook & Instagram advertisement & Post Daily 
Set-up social media schedule for conference 
Set-up general event announcements
Updating Ad Page Costs to be Suitable for Individuals R




Hot Call List R
Update sponsorship deck w/ 50k option R
Sponsorships R
Venue R
Business Associations and Supporting Organizations R
Atlanta WEES Speakers
Action Registry Lists R







Figure 7.2 Suggested R.A.C.I Chart for W.E.E. S’s Planning Strategy 
 
 
From our initial observation of the company’s project management flow, we noticed 
that there was not much understanding of which team members were executing which tasks 
due to the fact that roles and responsibilities had not been outlined. We used the first RACI 
chart to breakdown the organization’s initial understanding of their roles and methods of 
holding one another accountable. Figure 7.2 RACI chart was developed after we outlined the 
roles and responsibilities within Asana to better assist with having a visual breakdown of which 
zones within the foundation were responsible for executing specific tasks. Thereafter, it was 
much easier to compile the overarching tasks that go into event planning and mapping out how 
each zone was to work collaboratively to execute each item as well as have an accountability 
measure in place well before the intended deadlines. The zone that is accountable for a specific 
task is responsible for making sure that the zone that is responsible for completing the task is 
on track in Asana. The zone that needs to be confirmed about a task, will be expected to either 
receive or give relevant information to the zone responsible and accountable for the task in 
Asana. We suggested that the majority of the tasks will be informed to each zone so that 
communication within the organization will always be consistent within the Asana software. N-
Ovate Ideals believes that the more that the team effectively communicates their progress 
through Asana, it will increase their productivity and decrease meeting hours.  
 
7.2 CUSTOMER - ORIENTED 





7.2.1 SERVICE REQUIREMENT 
Customers that attended the W.E.E.S tour spent their hard-earned money. Therefore, it 
is important to make sure that the attendees are having an experience worth their time and 
money. The QFD model in Figure 7.3 is a document that was produce by N-Ovate Ideals and the 
W.E.E.S organization to keep the W.E.E.S organization customer focused and assist with risk-
mitigating. The customer requirements listed vertically in a row are what customers expect to 
receive at the W.E.E.S summit. The column next to the customer requirements are the 
importance rating values for each customer requirement. These values represent what we 
believe are important to the attendees. The importance rating values for the customer 
requirements are between 1 (least important) and 5 (most important). The average of all the 
customer requirements rated are between 4 and 5.  Items such as an appealing facility, catering 
service, friendly staff members and an effective registration process are very important for an 
attendee that is willing to pay $299.00 to attend a summit. The customer requirements listed 
were produced from considering the SERVQUAL Model. The customer requirement items are 
also listed in Table 7.1 under the five dimensions of the SERVQUAL Model.  
 
Table 7.1 Examples of the 5 Dimensions of the SERVQUAL Model 
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( e )  
 
7.2.2 SERVICE REQUIREMENTS 
 
  At the top of the house of quality, there are service requirements listed horizontally in 
each column. We created these items such as having cleanliness to satisfy the customer’s value 





























requirement. The importance direction represents either a shaded triangle meaning that 
W.E.E.S needs to improve the service requirement or a shaded upside-down triangle meaning 
that W.E.E.S does not need to improve the service requirement. Right above the importance 
direction is a triangle filled with diamond shapes in the middle of it. This triangle displays the 
correlations between all of the service requirements listed. If there is a strong correlation 
between the 2 service requirements, a “++” will be present in the diamond. If there is a slightly 
positive correlation, there is a “+” present in the diamond. If there is no correlation, the 
diamond will be left blank. In the service correlation triangle in Figure 7.3, there is a strong 
correlation in the diamond where the service requirement, “Hire credible and experienced staff 
members” and “Train staff members” meet. If W.E.E.S hires more credible and experienced 
staff members, there should be a training program for members to make sure that the team is 
utilizing their skills according to protocol.  
 
7.2.3 CALCULATING TECHNICAL IMPORTANCE RATING  
 
Each box in the middle of the QFD represents the correlation between service 
requirements and customer requirements. The number 1 = weak correlation, 3 = moderate 
correlation, and 9 = strong correlation. Blank boxes mean that there is no correlation between 
the two. In Figure 7.3, we rated the correlation between the customer requirement, “Breaks” 
and service requirement, “Create an agenda” a “9”. This suggests that she believes that there is 
a strong correlation in W.E.E.S creating an agenda and satisfying the customers by including 
breaks within the program. 
The technical importance rating for the service requirements is produced differently 
than how the customer requirements are produced. The values listed in a column for a service 
requirement is multiplied by the importance rating in each customer requirement correlated. 
The sum of the products is considered the importance rating of the service requirement.  The 
technical importance rating value for “Staying engaged with the attendees” was calculated by 
selecting all correlated customer requirements: effective registration process, friendly staff, and 
responsiveness. Then, rate the correlation between the service and each customer 
requirement: 
  
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Catering 
service” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Breaks” = 3 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Safety and 
comfort” = 9 
 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Affordable 
prices” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Applicable 
resources” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Effective 





• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Friendly staff” = 
9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Souvenirs” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Items to take 
notes” = 3 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and 
“Responsiveness” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Options” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “See and hear 
speakers clearly” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and 
“Responsiveness” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Stay on 
schedule” = 9 
• Correlation between “Staying engaged with the attendees” and “Have badges 
prepared” = 3 
 
After that, multiply the importance rated value of each of the customer requirements 
correlated above by their correlation number to the service requirement. The sum of each 
product is 522. Therefore, the technical importance rating for “Staying engaged with the 
attendees” is 522. An equation is displayed below: 
  
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑟 “𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑠”  
=  (9 ∗ 5) +  (3 ∗ 5) +  (9 ∗ 5)(9 ∗ 5) +  (9 ∗ 5) +  (9 ∗ 5) + (9 ∗ 5)  +  (9 ∗ 5)  +  (3 ∗ 5)(9
∗ 5)  + (9 ∗ 5)  +  (9 ∗ 5)(9 ∗ 5)  +  (9 ∗ 5)  +  (3 ∗ 5) 
=  552 
 
7.2.4 TARGET VALUES  
 
Setting Target Values for each service requirements are important to improve customer 
satisfaction. With every goal, a target must be established to measure the success of achieving 
it. The target values listed are at the very bottom of the QFD model. N-Ovate Ideals was 
assisted with setting each target value by Capathia Konan, the systems administrator at IISE. 
IISE hosts an education program called IISE Annual Conference. Konan is included in the 
preparation and execution stages for the IISE Annual Conference. Therefore, she was also able 
to assist us in giving insight on the scale that IISE Annual Conference falls on satisfying their 






7.3 COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT  
  
IISE Annual Conference and Daymond John's Success Formula are two different 
educational summits that were benchmarked and compared to the W.E.E.S organization in 
Figure 7.3. The IISE Annual Conference teaches attendees innovative tools and techniques. 
Daymond John's Success Formula summit gives a preview of the steps to be successful 
entrepreneurs while promoting their training program. Both of these organizations have been 
hosting summits for years and their teams are bigger than W.E.E. S’s. The price ranges from 
$829.00 - $1199.00 to attend the IISE Annual Conference, and it is free to attend the Daymond 
John's Success Formula's summit. In the competitive assessment in Figure 7.3, IISE Annual 
Conference is represented by the letter ‘A’, Daymond John's Success Formula is represented by 
the letter ‘B’, and W.E.E.S is represented by the letter ‘X’. N-Ovate Ideals was able to attend the 
Atlanta Conference, and Destiny was able to attend the Daymond John's Success Formula 
summit. 
7.3.1 CUSTOMER COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT  
 
The IISE Annual Conference satisfies their customers the best out of the three 
organizations. N-Ovate Ideals ranked the organization at a 3 for affordable prices. Although the 
attendees that purchase tickets for this conference will be getting a lot of benefits and they are 
in an organized conference, we still believe that the tickets are expensive. The organization in 
Daymond John's Success Formula managed to have an appealing facility, effective registration 
process, PowerPoint presentation, safety, comfort, attendees see and hear clearly, affordable 
prices, name badges prepared and an organized schedule. However, the organization lacked 
having a catering service, breaks, applicable resources, friendly staff, souvenirs, options, 
responsiveness and items to take notes with. The attendees have to sacrifice missing a part of 
the seminar if they have to go to the restroom or make a call. The organization did not have 
different types of drinks and food for the attendees to choose from except for water. The 
organization did provide snack bags that were already prepared for attendees. Attendees are 
expected to write their names on a sticker name tag upon arrival. Also, attendees have to 





information and resources. Instead of the marketing team emphasizing to customers that their 
the purpose of the seminar was to encourage people to sign up and pay for their training 
program, their promotion was about giving people the steps to be successful. The staff 
members were not very friendly or responsive unless you were actually signing up for the 
training program. For individuals attending a free event, this may not be a deal breaker. 
However, organizations must consider customers that value their time just as much as their 
money. We rated the W.E.E.S organization based on what the customer requirements that have 
already been achieved or acknowledged before implementing Asana. At the time of producing 
the QFD model, the team did not have an effective registration process and badges prepared. 
We also rated “Affordable prices” low because believe that charging $299.00 was not worth the 
price for an unorganized event.  
 
 7.3.2 SERVICE COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT  
 
Based on the IISE and Daymond John's Success Formula customer assessment, it is no 
surprise on the turn out of their service assessment. We also rated the W.E.E.S organization 
based on what we believed they were prepared for before implementing Asana. The 
organization did not have enough volunteers. W.E.E.S had not set their goal for the number of 
attendees at each conference. There wasn’t a marketing plan established to update customers 
and attendees through email and on social media about information before the conference.   
7.4 PRIORITIZE IMPROVEMENT DURING THE PLANNING PHASE  
 
QFD charts yield the most effective results when the team focuses on the requirements 
that are most critical to their customers (Liao, Tang, & Chi, 2017, p.47). Although each service 
requirement is equally important, six sigma suggests organizations that improve gradually for 
long-lasting improvement. N-Ovate Ideals decided to select the top 5 most critical service 
requirements that needed to be focused on and improved collectively, according to the 
importance direction in Figure 7.3 The service requirement cleanliness was the highest score. 
The hotels where the summit was hosted provided cleaning services each day, therefore the 





need to improve this aspect, we believed that the team should focus on the next highest critical 
service. The 5 service requirements that were chosen for the team to focus and improve 
collectively were: Update attendees periodically with information, projection of the # of staff 
members, projection of the # of attendees attending, create agenda, and stay engaged with the 
attendees. To assist in our design for our project, we created Table 7.2 to demonstrate a 
brainstorming improvement process to list the subtasks that specific zones will be accountable 
for making sure that the responsible individual accomplishes for quality improvement. In Table 
7.2, each service requirement item includes several customer requirements that correlate to it 
from Figure 7.3. 
 
TABLE 7.2 TOP 5 PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT A) UPDATE ATTENDEES 
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[COST PERFORMANCE INDEX & SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE INDEX SET UP] 
 
               Cost Performance Index (CPI) and Schedule Performance Index (SPI) are both methods 
to measure the efficiency of a project. The difference between the two is one measures cost 
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while the other measures the schedule. Using these two in conjunction with each other allows a 
project manager to forecast final project completion estimates. (Cost Performance Index VS 
Schedule Performance Index, 2016) Earned value measurements may be helpful on some 
projects for communicating status or identifying potential issues. However, earned value is an 
analysis technique that responds to lagging indicators – meaning that it is using the past 
performance to dictate or predict future performance. That is not always accurate and as such, 
the PM must use their judgment and knowledge in interpreting the results and communicating 
to stakeholders. (Goodrich, n.d.) 
Schedule performance index (SPI) is a ratio of the earned value (EV) to the planned value (PV). 
SPI = EV ÷ PV 
If the SPI is less than one, it indicates that the project is potentially behind schedule to-date 
whereas an SPI greater than one, indicates the project is running ahead of schedule. An SPI of 
one indicates the project is exactly on schedule. If you subtract the SPI from 1, you can see by 
what percentage you are ahead or behind schedule. (Goodrich, n.d.) 
 In order to calculate CPI you need two pieces of information, the earned value and the actual 
cost. To calculate CPI, earned value is divided by actual cost (CPI=EV / AC).  
(Cost Performance Index VS Schedule Performance Index, 2016) The thing to remember is CPI is 
the measurement of the budget efficiency and SPI is the measurement of the schedule 
efficiency. Both are valuable in understanding the efficiency of a project and to forecast the 
project final completion estimates. (Cost Performance Index VS Schedule Performance Index, 
2016) 
  For our project we felt that these two performance indicators were effective ways to 
show a visual representation of how the MP Foundation was allocating their budget in 
comparison to their proposed budget and schedule. We used a table to graphical display this 
information. We deployed Asana and began tracking spending as it relates to the tasks in week 
6. Prior to the rollout of Asana, the foundation’s metrics were in the red which indicated 
overspending ahead of the scheduled timeframe. Once we were able to track this and present 






















CHAPTER 8 RESULTS  
 
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 
Below are the survey results from SurveyMonkey in Figure 8.1. The attendees were 
asked standard questions to analyze the type of customers that will attend their events. Being 
able to categorize and identify their customers will result in an effective and efficient market 
researching for the next summit tours. For example, we asked the attendees about their age. 
The age groups with the highest attendance will suggest to W.E.E.S that they need to focus on 
what that particular age group likes and expects. This will also increase customer retention and 
attract more customers in that age group. In Figure 8.1(e), we also asked the attendees where 
they heard about the event. This question will assist W.E.E.S with knowing where they can 
reach their customers. This information will also contribute to the marketing plan. 
There were about 100 attendees that attended the Atlanta Conference. An average 
between 45 and 46 individuals answered our survey questions. The results from SurveyMonkey 
says that the attendees were fairly satisfied with the event. However, according to Figure 8.1(g) 
and Figure 8.1(h), there is room for improvement for W.E.E. S’s services. According to the global 
benchmarking for customers being satisfied with the event they attended, and with having 
helpful staff members, W.E.E.S did not meet the standards. The Global Benchmark had an 
average of 92% of customers satisfied with the help from the staff at the event they attended. 
Only 84.8% of W.E.E.S customers were satisfied with the staff. An average of 87.2% stated that 
the event was organized from the global benchmark results, while 82.6% of W.E.E.S attendees 
agreed with that statement.  
 
FIGURE 8.1 ATLANTA SUMMIT SURVEY RESULTS A) CONVIENCEY B) 
FUTURE ATTENDEANCE C) MARKET D) CLEAR OBJECTIVES E) AGE F) 
DISCUSSION TIME G) HELP (COLLINS, 2018) (NURYANI Y. RUSTAMAN, 
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N-Ovate Ideals recommends that the W.E.E.S organization continue to use Asana for 
tracking their projects and communicating with the team from a centralized visual dashboard. 
The team is currently in their learning stages of using Asana, their productivity measurements 
are fluctuating and quality of service does not meet the standards of the global benchmark. 
However, the organization has saved money from using this software. We believe that 
persistence and producing a standardized process within Asana as a strategy for planning and 
managing their events will gradually improve their productivity, cost, and quality. 
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APPENDIX D: REFLECTIONS 
 
We were given the opportunity to receive a glimpse of what working in the ISYE field 
would be like after graduation. We experienced growing pains. Because of mistakes that we 
made throughout our project, we had setbacks. However, we have learned the importance of 
planning, details, and communication. Our most valuable lesson was learning to resolve issues. 
We are confident that we are prepared and will be a great asset to our next employer. It was 
such an honor to be able to work hand and hand with the board of directors in this 
organization. We received insight of the goals and challenges that executive teams face in 
organizations. In our other ISYE courses, our professors provided us with organized data that 
we would use to solve a problem using engineering system tools and techniques. However, this 
project taught us how to strategically select data and examine processes to support an 
argument. ISYE 4900 has allowed us to use our critical thinking skills that have been developed 
throughout our college years to produce and present an industrious report.  
Collectively we encountered some challenges along the way of creating a project scope 
and executing our project. In the beginning, we had a difficult time with the staff members 
trusting our judgement and implementing our suggestions. The team was small and they were 





related to our project such as new meeting times and new tasks created were not always 
mentioned to us. During the learning curve after implementing Asana, members would revert 
back to having offline communication or digress from tracking their tasks that they were 
accountable and responsible for in Asana. This slowed their progress down. The members soon 
became swamped and had to play catch up. This also made it difficult for us to receive the cost 
and produce weekly calculations for each of the tasks because members would be busy. We 
had the opportunity to collect the survey responses from the attendees at the Atlanta summit, 
because we were attending the summit. However, we were not able to attend the Bradenton 
conference, and the members did not receive the opportunity to collect the results from the 
attendees. 
In our group, we were in situations where we were presented with plenty of solutions, 
however our biggest challenge was agreeing on the optimal solution as a team. Working on 
such a big project that determines our graduation status put a lot of pressure on us individually. 
It was frustrating at times compromising or agreeing on ideas. We come from different 
backgrounds, and we had different visions. However, when we began to work and collaborate 
as a team our creativity it enhanced our report and presentation. This project demanded a lot 
of determination, discipline, and effective communication between us.   
 Our number on resolution for our project was persistence. We have to be 
persistent with the members about getting information. If we did not hear from them, we 
would save questions for the next meeting and ask the members about information there. We 
had access to the program so we also made sure that we stayed active on Asana to remind the 
members to stay active. The productivity in Asana contributed to our data in our project. If 
members contacted us offline through email or text, we would respond to the members on 
Asana. We would also start conversations with the members. We often questioned them about 
the status of tasks that we noticed had no or low activity. We would take notes as much as 
possible on our observations and research.  We had scheduled meetings of our own. In our 





















APPENDIX F: N-OVATE IDEALS’ DELIVERABLES WORKSHEET  
 
APPENDIX E N-OVATE’S DELIVERABLES WORKSHEET 







Define Problem ✓  ✓  
Plan ✓  ✓  
Research ✓  ✓  
Establish design requirements ✓  ✓  
Create, monitor, and update project schedule  
✓  
Attend Conference calls and meetings ✓  
✓  
Present Asana tutorial to W.E.E.S  ✓  
Suggest methods: R.A.C.I ✓   
Ishikawa Diagram ✓   
Survey ✓   
SERVQUAL Model  ✓  
Quality Function Deployment ✓   
Earned Value Analysis Report ✓  
 
Cost Benefit Analysis  ✓  
 TOPSIS  
✓  
 Gantt Chart  ✓  
 
Implement and analyze  
methods: 
R.A.C.I ✓  
✓  
Ishikawa Diagram  ✓  
Survey ✓   
SERVQUAL Model  ✓  

























Earned Value Analysis ✓  
 
Cost Benefit Analysis  ✓  
 TOPSIS  ✓  
 Gantt Chart  ✓  
Write technical report ✓  
✓  






APPENDIX G: OFFERS FROM EACH ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION 
 
Appendix H Offers From each Alternative Solution a) Available Support b) 
Company Size c) Integrations d) Features e) Available devices 
Available Support   
Asana Podio Wrike  
Email Email Email 
Training Phone Phone 
Tickets Training  Training 
 Tickets  Tickets 
  Live Support 
( a )  
 
Company Size   
Asana Podio Wrike 
Small  Small Large Enterprises 
Large Enterprise Medium Medium  
Medium Freelancers  
Freelancers   
( b )  
 
Integrations   
Asana Podio Wrike 
Google drive Dropbox Gmail 
Dropbox Gotomeeting IBM 
Chrome Extension Excel Dropbox 





Slack Google chrome Apple Mail 
InstaGantt Email Microsoft Outlet 
Zapier Sharefile Microsoft Excel 
Jotana Onedrive Microsoft Project 
Sprintboards Campaign Monitor Box 
Github Zapier Slack 
Phabricator Sugarsync Salesforce 
Cloudwork Zendesk Zapier 
Usersnap Microsoft Exchange SurveyMonkey 
Alfred Box OneDrive 
FlowBS Hightail Zoom 
Alfred Evernote Instagram 
Wufoo  Basecamp2 
Templana  Feedly 
MailChimp  Typeform 
Wordpress  Agile CRM 
Evernote  Process Street 
Hipchat  SQL Server 
Harvest  Mailchimp 
Digispoke  Yammer 
Campaign Monitor  Facebook Lead Ads 
Zenedesk  FogBugz 
JIRA  Float 
Sunrise  Ninja Forms 
Calendar Sync  Groove 
Pivotal Tracker  LinkedIn 
Xendo  Twist 





Weekdone  Cloze 
Fancy Hands  Hootsuite 
Hall  PageProof 
Cloudmagic  ClickTIme 
Everhoour  Nutshell & more… 
( c ) 
 
Features   
Asana Podio Wrike 
Activity feed Automated Workflows Task Management 
Add assignees and attachments Meeting Scheduling Gantt Chart 
Updates emails and inbox Data Visualization Real-Time Newsfeed 
Custom calendars and views Social Collaboration Documentation 
Collaboration 
Email bridge Task Management Discussions in Tasks 
My Task list and Focus mode Granular Access Iphone/ Andriod apps 
Track tasks and followers Calendar Task Prioritization 
Get notifications and reminders Unlimited Storage Customized Reports 
iPhone support, HTML5 mobile 
site 
Personal Dashboards Recurrent Tasks 
Multiple workspaces Connected CRM Workload Management 
Projects Sections and Search 
Views 
Project Management Time-Tracking 
Real-time updates Integrated Chat  Email & Google docs 
integration 
See team members’ tasks and 
priorities  
Full Customization Real-Time Activity Stream 
Set goals, priorities, and due 
dates 
Web & Mobile Compatible Unlimited Collaborators 





Project and task creation  Time-Tracking 
Comment on tasks  Reports 
Task dependencies  Notification Center 
Timeline   
Kanban support   
( d ) 
 
( e ) 
 
 
APPENDIX H: SURVEY QUESTIONS TO ATTENDEES AT THE ATLANTA SUMMIT  
Thank you for attending the Women's Entrepreneurial Empowerment Summit! Your feedback 
will help us to improve your experience at future events. w 
QUESTION TITLE  
1. AGE RANGE? W 
25-35 
36-45 
Available Devices   
Asana Podio Wrike 
Web-based Windows Windows 
Linux Android Linux 
Windows Mobile Iphone/Ipad Andriod  
Andriod Mac Iphone/Ipad 
Iphone/Ipad  Mac 
Mac  Web-based 






56 or older 
QUESTION TITLE  
2. WAS THE TIME, DATE, AND LOCATION CONVENIENT? W 
Strongly agree 
Agree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
QUESTION TITLE  
3. WERE THE OBJECTIVES CLEARLY DEFINED AND YOUR 
EXPECTATIONS MET FOR EACH MODULE?W 
Highly Disagree  Somewhat Agree  Highly Agree 
     
QUESTION TITLE  




Not so organized 





QUESTION TITLE  




QUESTION TITLE  




Not so helpful 
Not at all helpful 
QUESTION TITLE  
7. HOW VISUALLY APPEALING IS THE FACILITY? W 
Lowest    Highest 
     
QUESTION TITLE  
8. HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO ATTEND ONE OF OUR EVENTS 







Neither likely nor unlikely 
Unlikely 
Very unlikely 
QUESTION TITLE  






QUESTION TITLE  
10. HOW LIKELY IS IT THAT YOU WILL RECOMMEND FACS 
UNIVERSITY TO A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE?W 
Unlikely    Highly Likely 
     
QUESTION TITLE  
11. What improvements or changes would you recommend to 










































Duration of Cross Functional Meetings
